
Many organizations often do not know where to start with

the upgrade and end up initiating a manual assessment

process. The challenge with this approach is it is expensive,

inaccurate and often very time consuming. After such an

assessment, many organizations may still not have answers

to all the questions or be better informed to decide on the

upgrade path.upgrade path.

Oracle Implementation Services 

The Discovery Process  

Post Implementation Support

ROI & Business Process Improvements 

Enterprise solutions enable the right people to access and 
manage real-time information and transactions across the 
entire organization. The hallmark of our client                    
relationships is our focus on customer needs and our    
willingness and approach to deliver agile solutions quickly. 
The key element is our ability to work together, with         
clients, to understand what their issues are and how best 
to resolve them to improve their current business           to resolve them to improve their current business           
processes. 

We spend time, on the front-end, to uncover all the details 
that can help us make the right recommendations and to 
collaboratively implement the right solutions. We work 
closely with our clients to make them familiar with the    
solution once it is set into place.

Going live with your Oracle implementation is a great       
accomplishment, but only 80% of the battle is won. Many 
organizations face challenges after go-live in trying to 
manage their new system without proper support or       
addition of specific features or integrations to legacy      
systems that were discussed during the sales cycle but left 
out of the initial implementation.

At AppsTek, we are committed to our clients’ continued 
success. We ensure our clients get the most out of their 
system now and in the future. AppsTek offers continuous 
end user support services including, issue resolution, 
patch management, database administration,

application process tuning and batch process monitoring. 
With AppsTek, you can complete that last 20% of the     
project and ensure implementation success post go-live 
with confidence.

Your initial E-Business Suite implementation project took 
place more than a year ago, but the savings and benefits 
that the company initially expected have not yet been     
realized. Working with a company’s management team, 
AppsTek consultants quickly identify the changes that 
lead to short-term improvement in financial and             
operational results. We leverage the existing Oracle     
Business Model process framework to narrow the focus Business Model process framework to narrow the focus 
to key processes that can impact financial results.

appstekcorp.cominfo@appstekcorp.com

AppsTek provides seasoned consultants who actually 
deliverreal-world business solutions to your                  
implementation. Our first question is, “What do you 
need to be successful?” Tailoring Oracle’s business 
models to the specific processes and functions of your 
business, we work with your team to streamline your 
business processes. This approach avoids recreating 
your existing system in Oracle’s new technology, a sure your existing system in Oracle’s new technology, a sure 
way to produce a negative ROI implementation. This   
approach enhances process flows, configuration        
documents, test scripts, and training materials already 
produced by Oracle. 

AppsTek’s business-focused, Oracle-centric approach    
reduces costs and helps keep E-Business Suite              
implementation projects on time and on budget. Most 
important, we concentrate on getting value for your     
investment, rather than recreating your existing           
processes in new technology.  

Implementations/Enhancements


